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Being a student in nursing school is hard work. You are supposed to learn a whole new language, perform skills that you never dreamed you would be asked to do, and have a plethora of information stored in your brain and readily available to regurgitate to your faculty at a moment's notice. Regardless of whether it is a 2-year or 4-year program, the pressure remains the same. The journey is what is exciting, because along that journey, some of your student peers will become lifelong friends, and many of your patients you will cherish in your heart forever.

During the spring 2020 semester, excitement for students was building, graduation was quickly approaching, but then, wait, what's that looming on the horizon? A global pandemic? Oh no! *We can* *'* *t finish our clinicals. None of the hospitals want us. It* *'* *s too dangerous. We* *'* *re a liability! Are we going to get to graduate? What about NCLEX* *?*

We faculty members wonder: How do we transition the students from hands-on learning to a questionable substitute called online learning? Can we make the online learning experience comparable to the actual physical provision of health care? And this reconstruction needs to be done in record time, because COVID-19 waits for no one. Now, not only are the students stressed, but so are the faculty.

COVID-19 has changed the world as we know it. Graduating seniors no longer see a traditional graduation or have closure on the college experience that has cost them time, energy, and money. They are entering the profession questioning if they are prepared to perform efficiently and safely. COVID-19 has taken the joy of anticipation in starting a new and exciting profession and replaced it with stress and fear.

The joy of being a nursing faculty member comes when you share an aha moment with a student or when you observe their first experience with the value of compassionate touch with a patient. COVID-19 and social distancing has stolen my joy as an instructor and my ability to personally interact with students in the clinical environment. This pandemic has changed the future of nursing academia as we know it. Can students actually learn how to safely and effectively care for patients without hands-on clinical experience? Only the future can tell.The joy of being a nursing faculty member comes when you share an aha moment with a student or when you observe their first experience with the value of compassionate touch with a patient
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